
To locate the Rhino Dealer or Sales Representative 
near you, go to http://rhinotool.com/dealer-locator/

Pulling out posts is a tough job, and the Rhino® MP-3 
is plenty capable of removing the most stubborn posts. 
This portable unit has phenomenal strength-to-weight 

ratios and can meet the needs of most pulling 
tasks. Simple to operate and made from high-grade 
materials this unit is nearly indestructible and will 
provide decades of service.

Rhino® PL-3 Hydraulic 
Post Puller is a field proven hand 
operated unit. Designed with the 
power of hydraulics to take the 
effort out of heavy duty pulling jobs, 
PL-3 is easy to use and transport.

JackJaw® makes an easy task of pulling 
stakes and posts. With a couple pumps 
of the handle, stakes and posts break 
loose. The jaw and lever mechanism 
allow your pull stakes and posts straight 
up out of the ground without bending 
them, preserving the posts and stakes 
for repeated uses. Rhino has many 
more models of JackJaw® available.

Perfect for rental stores, the Rhino® PDT, are self-contained units 
available in configurations for PD-45, PD-55, PD-110, and PD-

140. Kits include chuck adapters, air hose, throttle valve, FRL, operating 
oil. “Total Solution” packages are also available that include the MP-3 Post 
puller. Rhino® PDT options provide ease of transport, storage, and display 
of your complete post driving system.

To view the full line of air accessories needed to operate Rhino post drivers 
visit our website. 
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The Rhino® PD 45™, while designed for light duty applications, 
is anything but light duty.  At 46 pounds the PD 45™ is the 

perfect air operated post driver for driving T-posts, ground rod, tent 
stakes, grape stakes, delineator posts, form pins and fence posts up 
to 2-7/8"

To view the full line of adapters for 
air operated post drivers visit our website.

The Rhino® PD-39™ has integrated handles and throttle 
valve providing ease of handling and power to maximize 

productivity and minimize operator fatigue.
The PD-39™ is ideally suited for chain link fence installation, rental 
fence installation, sign installation as well as vineyard grape stake 
installation. 

The Rhino® PD-55™ is the most versatile post driver on the 
market. With a wide selection of adapters and accessories 
available, the PD-55™ can handle tough conditions with ease 
and efficiency. Common applications are T-posts, grape 
stakes, pin piles and chain link posts up to 3-5/8".
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Designed to handle medium/heavy duty applications, 
the Rhino® PD-110™ is light enough for hand-held 

driving as well as equipment-supported driving.
The PD-110™ is best suited for driving 2" to 4" pipe and tube, 
structural forms, pin piles, dock piles, and 4" x 4" wood post.

The Rhino® PD-140™ is a driver with a 
reputation for brutal driving applications that 

competitive systems cannot handle. 
The PD-140™ is engineered to drive guard rail post, 
heavy line posts, corner posts, foundation piles, wood 
posts, concrete posts, heavy gauge aluminum posts, 
well points, well casing, and fence posts from 2" to 4" 
in diameter.
The PD-140G™ is equipped with a 4”x6” master 
chuck for guardrail and PD-140S™ configuration is 
equipped with a Sheet Pile Master Chuck.

The Rhino® PD-200™ is the perfect 
choice for heavy duty applications such 

as driving guardrail, beams, round, square or 
rectangular tubing, wood posts, sheet pile, and 
many other shapes. 
The Rhino® PD-200™ is available in two standard 
models, with either 5-1/2" or 7" master chuck. 
PD-200G™ is equipped with a 4”x6” master 
chuck for guardrail, and PD-200S™ with a sheet 
pile master chuck.
Custom size chucks or adapters can be made 
for special applications.
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